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Consuela here, this month sure passed quickly.  It is getting pretty complected to stay 
out of site, my relatives woke up and are being spotted in many places.  They are being 
rounded up, some have been killed since Humans feel they own the Planet and we have 
nowhere to flourish.  President 45 has even ordered...excuse me...allowed to kill our 
babies.  I am glad I made the right decision not to give birth this year, dangerous times, 
dangerous times.  MR MC Krekor is my Savior more often than not since he is ahead 
and above everything and has developed a way to alarm me when something is wrong.   
Mother nature is somewhat unbalanced I heard it said that a relative of Coug was starved
and attacked 2 hikers, in fact he killed one of the men.  That is very regrettable for the 
man but it also shows how desperate some of the “Wildlife” has become by everything 
being so overpopulated for men and beast.

Lilian is in a foul mood, she has been rather ill for a couple of month now, she has little 
help but still tries to act like everything is good and accomplish all she sets out to do.  I 
am getting a bit ahead of myself here.... maybe not.  On her agenda was an update for 
the predictions for 2018.  She really struggled with the decision and did not want to 
know what was ahead.  She finally gave into the pressure from “The Masses” and taped 
the show on the 23rd.  Here are the highlights from her workup.  She did feel a bit better 
after she had a general idea what she was looking at and of course when the coast was 
clear we all got in position and spied on her conversation with who knows who she was 



talking to,  It is easier to eavesdrop these days because she took the plastic off her 
windows.  So have a sit down or fly down and see what she is talking about, even if it s 
only a small part of what she said.

PREDICTIONS UPDATE - 2018 

   1. We will have to sacrifice some things to gain others.

   2. Will be able to start from scratch, just about have to.

   3. Feminine energy has started to enter the picture.

   4.  Some balance will start to emerge towards the end of the summer.

   5. For a minute it will appear we are normalizing our focus.

   6. Extensive struggling needs to take place, BUT we can do it!

   7. Stabilization and structure will start the process of giving birth to a      
organized government structure.

   8. Some mature FACTION will try to enter the scene.

   9. Love of preservation for country will prevail.

   10. Dip in finances.

    11. Accurate (talk about accuracy rate).

12. Second challenge with financial stability. AND New beginnings.



When it was all said and done it was better than expected and she was happy to have 
been able to spread a little hope....

Here come the squirrel from last month following me again, well then..... come 
along...we are meeting Lilian at the MIMA MOUNDS.

“ Coug I must say you have outdone yourself today. Noticed you were sneaking around 
the neighborhood so early this morning, guess you about have to.... these are the times 
we live in.  What were you going anyway?”

“ I was checking out the noise not to far from Lilian's house, what I found is a 
Helicopter crashed, 2 passenger were hurt. So much noise, so much Emergency 
Personnel at the airport it was a lively situation. As always Lilian slept through the 
whole thing and I was unnoticed.”

“ I don't know Mr McKrekor. How did you get from a helicopter crash to a school 
shooting?”

“ First of all there is no food in the humming bird feeder, Lilian keep forgetting to refill 
it just like she neglects to water the hanging tomato plants.... like you said she has been 
in a foul mood for days?....  These subjects are so unrelated, be careful or you will be 
accused of having dipped in the humming bird feeder again. And how I got from 
Helicopter I can't remember right this minute.  That squirrel is moving so fast and Lilian 
is making big steps.  She has a new walking stick and she wanted to try it out on her 
Mother's Day walk. Probably the only walk for the year she has been might slow 
moving her feet these days. Now they are way ahead of us! Move it!”



“ Helicopter... I know how I got from Helicopter to terrible times.  I heard Lilian tell the 
story about when she was a child in the 50's living in Germany.  The people, who raised 
her for a time, were very racist. They refereed to refugees and immigrants as 
Helicopters. They said Helicopters could land anywhere, she remembered this all 
through her life.  It was that term which promoted her to study people and ethnic groups 
so she could understand how people either way were the people of the planet Earth and 
equal.
CNN, at present, airs a series on Sunday: UNITED SHADES OF GRAY 
http://www.vulture.com/2018/04/season-3-of-w-kamau-bells-cnn-series-united-shades-

http://www.vulture.com/2018/04/season-3-of-w-kamau-bells-cnn-series-united-shades-of-america-premieres-this-weekend.html


of-america-premieres-this-weekend.html
In the segments Kamau Bell visits different cultures so people can understand one 
another and share their differences which make them unique.
One of Lilian's favorite was the one about the Gullah Geechee people living on the Sea 
Islands along the coasts of South Carolina and Georgia, a painful chapter of American 
history is playing out again. These islands are home to the Gullah or Geechee people, 
the descendants of enslaved Africans who were brought to work at the plantations that 
once ran down the southern Atlantic coast. Lilian wrote about things like that in 1997 in 
her book: And the Moral of the story is: One person at a time.  She also wrote about the 
DOGON of Africa.  Right about that time one of her FBF started a discussion about the 
Dogon, their believes and how some think they connect with Extraterrestrials. Here, 
with permission, is this post.

Pharoah Donnell King 
One the most amazing sources of evidence of our ancestors coming from the stars is the 
history of the Dogon Tribe of Africa. There are between 400,000 and 800,000 Dogon in 
a remote civilization in the central plateau region of Mali in Africa. The Dogon culture is
known for its detailed, meaningful art and tribal customs, but the Dogon are mostly 
known for their ancient, accurate cosmology and the legends of their ancestors from 
Sirius. The Importance of the Dogon hit the western world in 1930 when French 
anthropologists first heard legends from the Dogon priests. The legends were passed 
down through many generations and documented through artwork. The Dogon spoke of 
an extraterrestrial race from the Sirius Star System, referred to as the Nommos, who 
visited them on earth. The Nommos were an aquatic race of humanoid creatures, similar 
to mermaids. This was amazing to hear because the god, Isis, of Babylon is depicted as a
mermaid and associated with Sirius. The Dogon say that the Nommos descended to 
earth from the heavens in a great boat, accompanied with extreme wind and loud noise. 
The Dogon explained that the Sirius system had a companion star, but it cannot be seen 
from earth due to the brightness of Sirius A. Researchers have found Dogon artifacts 
dating back over 400 years depicting orbits of these stars. Years later, in 1970, 
astronomers finally had good enough telescopes to zoom in on Sirius and they 
photographed Sirius B. The Dogon were right! They also identified the moons of Jupiter 
and the rings of Saturn without the use of a telescope. How could they know this?
May 16th, 8:16pm
Being only 8 light years away, Sirius A is the brightest Star in the Earth sky. Sirius B is 
an extremely heavy, dense and tiny white dwarf star, smaller than the earth, but 
weighing 8X more than our Sun. It is gravitationaly bound to Sirius A and part of the 
same solar system. White dwarfs form when a star runs out of fuel. They begin to 
collapse on themselves, not being large enough to supernova. Going back for hundreds 
of years ever since the Nommos came to visit the Dogon, they have held a ceremony 
every 50 years to celebrate the orbit of Sirius A and Sirius B. Astronomers later 
confirmed their orbit to be almost exactly 50 years!

http://www.vulture.com/2018/04/season-3-of-w-kamau-bells-cnn-series-united-shades-of-america-premieres-this-weekend.html


I hope Humans will get it together NOW before they destroy everything.  Oil pipelines 
continue to be build....and burst or leak... climate change being ignored... we, in the 
animal kingdom are deprived of our habitat and it just goes on.  It is said that the spider 
population, if united and determined could consume all human life on Earth in one(1) 
day!”

“I am just a little squirl but I heard they send a rocket to Mars.  I like to go thee, but I am
sure there are no nuts, what would I eat?”

“Plenty of  Nuts here... if you get my drift... make sure you take some of them with you, 
you hear.”

“ Lilian was given permission to share some paintings from her Aboriginal friend, 
Jaqueline Cahill and she, Lilian, is elated she has a thing for Crocks out of all things.”



"I am getting tired, it is hot and I have so much fur.... Mr McKrekor please flap your 
wings around my head, maybe it will cool me off a little. Do something.  I am going to
sit here and rest or a bit. That will give me time to reminisces about the ROYAL 
WEDDING in UK.  It was wonderful.  Like watching a Farietale movie about a princess
and the BEST part was there was NO politics on TV and as far as I know no-one 
messed and the BEST part was there was NO politics on TV and as far as I know no-one
messed up anything THAT day.  As always some objected to the interracial marriage.  



News Flash:

Used under Fair use Act. It was send to me by a friend from FB

An illegal immigrant, in France, climbed a 5 story building like Spiderman to save a 
toddler. The President of France invited him to come and visit him.  He rewarded the 
man with French citizenship and he was offered a job as a fireman.  Now THAT is what 
a good President does.  He acknowledges people, thanks a Hero and rewards hi.  Our 



President would have had him deported.”

“ You sure are quiet Coug all “run” out?”

“Nah.... LETS GO HOME! just thinking how eventful out life has become. We don't 
even have to try to be adventures these days, it just happens.  Interaction with Police is 
an issue for man and beast lately.  Lilian got a bit nervous when a police car followed 
her for several miles coming home from the studio.  Eventually she figured out why the 
Officer picked her car to follow.  Someone must have called in a complaint.  When she 
came across the bridge over Black Lake she saw several baby Deer trying to eat almost 
in the middle of the street she took it upon herself to stop her car, get out and stop traffic 
in both directions so baby deer could eat.”

Love and Light

PREDICTION 18 Summer UPDATE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNrEYNAlh6M

This is the Moral Book Enjoy!
http://highstrangeness.tv/library/moral1.php

Take a hike
Mt Rainier   https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=r4fvq4gHQtQ&list=PLFE0F641428192C90

Before the rumbling begins again
St Helen  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bBsD8UUmIWU&list=PLF62DBA8168F770CC
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